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1. Introduction. Throughout this paper R denotes the field of rational

numbers and n is a fixed odd prime. We consider cyclic algebras of degree n,

order n2, over R, that is, algebras A of the following type:§

A has an it-basis of the form

(1) u'zk (i = 0, • • • , n — 1; k = 1, • • • , »),

where the z* form an i?-basis of a cyclic sub-corps Z of A of degree n over R

and 1, u, ■ ■ ■ , un~l form a Z-basis of A, with the relations

(2) zu = mzs   for every z of Z,

where 5 is a generating element of the Galois group of Z over R and zs is

the element of Z corresponding to z under the automorphism 5, and

(3) m" = a ^ 0 in i?.

This is called a cyc/zc generation of ^4 and is denoted by

(4) A = (a,Z,S).

Artin|| has defined an order in a rational semi-simple algebra B as a sub-

set 7 of elements of B with the following properties:

(a) The sum, difference, and product of any two elements of 7 are also

in 7.

(b) If b is any element of B there exists a rational integer /u such that nb

is in 7.
(c) The set 7 is of finite order, that is, there is a finite set of elements

ax, 02, ■ • • , ar of 7 such that every element a of 7 can be expressed in the form

a = riiai + • • • + Vrdr

with rational integers iji, • • ■ , r\T.

t Presented to the Society, April 19, 193S; received by the editors March 13, 1935.

% National Research Fellow.

§ The description given here is that of Hasse: Theory of cyclic algebras over an algebraic number

field, these Transactions, vol. 34 (1932), pp. 171-214. We shall refer to this paper hereafter as H.

For complete bibliographies see H and the later paper by Hasse: Die Struktur der R. Brauerschen

Algebrenklassengruppe über einem algebraischen Zahlkörper, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 107 (1933),

p. 731.
II Artin, Zur Arithmetik hyperkomplexer Zahlen, Abhandlungen des Mathematischen Seminars,

Hamburg Universität, vol. 5 (1927).
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An order is called maximal if it cannot be imbedded properly in any other

order. Suppose I is maximal in B. Then it can be shown that every element of

/ satisfies an equation with rational integral coefficients and highest coeffi-

cient 1, and also that I contains the modulus of B. Thus a maximal order is an

integral set according to the definition of Dickson.f

The construction of an order in an algebra A is trivial. If, for example,

in (3), a is a rational integer and the z* in (1) are any basis of Z which is also

a basis for the integers of Z, i.e., the unique maximal order in Z, then the

totality of linear combinations of the basal units (1) with rational integral

coefficients is an order in A which is independent of the particular basis

z-i, ■ ■ ■ ,zn of the maximal order of Z and may be called the order in A asso-

ciated with the cyclic generation (4) of A. An order thus associated with a

particular cyclic generation of an algebra A is not in general a maximal order.

The importance of constructing maximal orders in an algebra arises from the

simplicity of the arithmetic in a maximal order as compared with that in a

non-maximal order.

Albertf has determined explicitly maximal orders for every rational cyclic

algebra of degree 2, that is, every rational generalized quaternion algebra Q.

Following a similar plan but using more general methods we shall obtain

maximal orders for every algebra A. First, by means of Hasse's theory of in-

variants of cyclic algebras we shall obtain for each A cyclic generations of an

especially simple form. These will be called canonical generations. We shall

then exhibit n distinct maximal orders in A containing the order in A asso-

ciated with a given canonical generation in the manner described above.

Finally, by a consideration of ir-adic components at all rational prime spots

7T of R, we shall show that these are the only maximal orders in A which con-

tain the order associated with a given canonical generation.

2. Canonical generations of the algebras A. An algebra A defined by a

cyclic generation (4) clearly depends upon a, Z, and S but these are by no

means uniquely determined by A, and a given A has infinitely many cyclic

generations involving distinct sub-corps Z and, for a given Z, distinct a and S.

All cyclic generations are determined by means of Hasse's theory of the in-

variants of a cyclic algebra (see H). A complete set of invariants of A consists

of the degree n and the totality of the integers vr modulo n, where ir ranges

over all prime spots of R, defined in terms of the given generation (4) by

((«,Z)A) = S",

where ((a, Z)/t) is the norm residue symbol. A necessary and sufficient con-

f Dickson, Algebren und ihre Zahlentheorie, p. 198.

X Albert, Integral domains in rational generalised quaternion algebras, Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, 1934, p. 164.
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dition that A be a total matric algebra is that vT=0 (mod n) for every sr.

An algebra A is either a total matric algebra or a division algebra since n is a

prime. We assume in this section that A is a division algebra. Then there are

a finite number, s, of distinct primes qi, ■ ■ ■ , q, such that irgj^0 (mod n)

(j = 1, • • • , s) and

•
(5) E?,sO (rnodn),

whereas ^,=0 (mod w) for every 7r distinct from qi, ■ • ■ , qs- In particular (5)

shows that s=t2. The primes qu ■ ■ ■ , qa are characterized by the property

that the <7,-adic fields Rqj do not split A whereas 7?* splits A for every other ir.

In the present case, n an odd prime, the single infinite prime spot ttx of R does

not occur among the q,- since Z is real and hence 7cToo, which is by definition

the field of all real numbers, contains a subfield isomorphic to Z and so neces-

sarily splits A. Thus <r = qi ■ • ■ q, is a rational integer. For the purposes of

this paper we now prove the existence of cyclic generations of A of the type,

which we shall call canonical, described in

Theorem 1, Let A be a cyclic division algebra of odd prime degree n over R,

and let qh ■ ■ ■ ,qa(s^ 2) be the distinct rational primes at which A does not split.

Let a — fli • • ■ qs. Then there exist infinitely many rational primes p with the

following properties: p = l (mod n) and is prime to a; qi, • • ■ , q8 are n-ic non-

residues modulo p and cr is an n-ic residue modulo p; the unique cyclic field Z

of degree n over R, of conductor (Führer) p, discriminant P"'1, has an auto-

morphism S such that (er, Z, S) is a cyclic generation of A.

We first prove the following

Lemma, f Let nbe a fixed odd prime. Ifqlt ■ ■ ■ , qs (s ^2) are distinct rational

primes and ß%, • • • ,ß, are rational integers prime to n, then there exist infinitely

many rational primes p with the following properties: p = l (mod n) and prime

to o;q\ is an n-ic non-residue modulo p; there exist rational integers y2, • • • , y«

such that

(6) qfiq,- sa y," (mod p).

To prove the lemma let f be a primitive «th root of unity and K = 72(f).

Let

ai = qi,      a,- = q&qj (j = 2, ■ • • , s).

Suppose the quantity

t This lemma is similar to a lemma used by Artin in his proof of the general law of reciprocity.

See Hasse's Bericht, II, Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, Ergänzungsband 6,

p. 18.
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P = af • • • a,",

where rational integers, is the «th power of a quantity a of K.

Then

P = an, a in K,

P*-1 = 7VM(a») = (Nkr(o))" •

Thus pn_1 is the «th power of the rational quantity Nkr(o). It follows that P

is itself the «th power of a rational quantity since w — 1 is prime to n, and

hence that x,=0 (mod n) (j = 1, ■ • • , s). From this we can conclude that the

fields

K(aiv»), • • • , KWln)

are independent! and hence that, if

Kt = XW, • • • , «.»»), A2 = JEi(«#'»),

7C2 is cyclic of degree « over üTi. It is known that 7£"2 is therefore a class field

over Ki for a certain cyclic ideal class group 77 of order n of the ideals of K~i.

It is also known that in any generating class of 77 there are infinitely many

prime ideals of the first degree relative to r and prime to no. Let p be such a

prime ideal of Ki and Nkr(p) =p, a rational prime. Then p satisfies the con-

ditions of the lemma as we shall now show.

Since p is of the first degree relative to r we must have in Ki

(7) al'n = yi    (modp) 0'= 2, ■■•,«),

where y2, • • • , y, are rational integers which are prime to p since p was chosen

prime to na and hence does not divide the quantities on the left of (7). From

(7) we get

qi3igi=yin (modp),

whence we get (6) since the quantities in the last congruence are rational.

Suppose now we have qi=yn (mod p) with a rational integer y. Then gi=yn

(mod p). But by a known theorem! applied to the Kummer field 7X2 = R~i(a1iln)

=K~i{qiUn), the power residue symbol (qj p) is 1 if and only if p is in the iden-

tity class of the group 77, whereas p was chosen in a generating class of this

group. This contradiction shows that qx is an w-ic non-residue modulo p, and

hence also that p = 1 (mod n). This completes the proof of the lemma.

We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1. Let the invariants of A corre-

t Bericht, II, loc. cit., p. 43.

% Bericht, II, loc. cit., p. 51.
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sponding to qlt ■ ■ • , q, be v%, • ■ ■ , v„ respectively, so that we have v,^0

(mod n) (j' = 1, • • • , s), and

8

(8) E"/ = 0 (med«).
j=i

We shall prove that a rational prime p satisfying the conditions of the lemma

with rational integers ß%, • • ■ , ß., chosen such that

(9) vißj m - vj (mod n) (j = 2, • • • , s),

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.

There is a unique cyclic field Z of degree n over R with the conductor p,

discriminant pB_1, namely, the class field over R for the ideal class group in R

whose identity class consists of the ideals in R which are generated by w-ic

residues modulo p. Since qx is an w-ic non-residue modulo p, q% is not in this

identity class and hence the Frobenius-Artin symbol (Z/qi) is not the identity

automorphism E of Z over R. Since vi is prime to n the automorphism 5 of

Z defined by

s-» = (Z/?1)

is different from E. Thus A' = (<r, Z, S) is a cyclic algebra of degree n over R.

Denote its invariants by vj. The vi are easily calculated from the properties

of the norm residue symbol (H, p. 175). Thus, for a prime w not contained in

pa, we have ((cr, Z)/ir) =E, and hence vj =0 (mod n). To determine v'qi we

have

((a, Z)/gi) = (Z/gi)-i = &»

by the definition of S, since qi is prime to the conductor poiZ and occurs ex-

actly to the first power in a. Hence v'gi = vi (mod n). Next let/^2. We have,

as for 0i,

((<r,Z)/9/) = (Z/f,)-*.

By the general law of reciprocity,t condition (3) of the lemma implies

iz/q,) = (z/?1)-* rj-2, ••,*).

Combining these results with the definition of 5 and (9) we get

({*,Z)/q,) =S'i,

and hence v'qj = Vj (mod n) (j = 2, ■ ■ ■ , s). For the algebra A' the correspond-

ing condition to (8) is

f Bericht, II, loc. cit., p. 11.
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Z "«< + v'p = 0 (mod n),
i-l

which becomes, from what we have just shown

£ n + v'p - o (mod »).

Then (8) implies    =0 (mod »).

We have now shown that the algebra A' has the same invariants as A.

It is therefore isomorphic to A by Hasse's Theorem A (H, p. 176). In other

words A has the cyclic generation (<r, Z, S). To complete the proof of the

theorem we have only to point out that qif ■ ■ ■ , qs are n-ic non-residues

modulo p by the lemma, and that condition (8) is equivalent to the statement

that a is an «-ic residue modulo p.

3. Maximal orders in the algebras A. We consider in this section a fixed

cyclic algebra A of degree n over 72 and propose to determine maximal orders

in A. For convenience we use the term basis, as distinguished from R-basis

and Z-basis, to refer to a basis with respect to rational integers of an order in

A or in one of its sub-corps. As previously stated, A is either a total matric or

a division algebra over 72. Suppose that A is a total matric algebra. Then it is

well known that any complete set of matrix units of A is also a basis of a maxi-

mal order in A. We assume henceforth that A is a division algebra.

By Theorem 1, A has infinitely many canonical generations. Let

be a fixed canonical generation of A so that Z is the unique cyclic field of

degree n over 72 with a certain fixed prime conductor p m 1 (mod n), discrimi-

nant pn~x, and <r = qi ■ ■ ■ qs, where the q,- ander have the properties in Theo-

rem 1. Let I denote the order in A associated with the generation (10). Then

I has the basis

(11) u% (* = 0, •■•,»— 1; k = I, ••-,«),

where the zk form a basis for the integers of Z and the usual relations hold:

(12) un = er, zu = uzs for every z inZ.

We shall exhibit n distinct maximal orders in A which contain I. We need

certain properties of the field Z, and a well known representation of A as an

algebra of matrices with elements in Z. These will now be described.

To describe the properties of Z let £ be a primitive ^>th root of unity and

let g be a primitive root modulo p. Then Z is the field 72 (r;), where 77 is the

Gaussian period

(10) A = (o-,Z,S)
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h-i

1 = Er**,      p = hn + 1.

It is known that the n conjugates

(13) V,VS,--- , Vs"-1

form a so-called normal basis for the integers of Z. We shall assume that

Zi, • • • , zn in (11) are the quantities (13) in that order. Then (12) implies

(14) un = a,      zku = uzk+i (k = 1, • ■ ■ , n),

where we agree that z,=z, if r=s (mod «). In Z a rational prime w factors as

follows. If 7t is distinct from p, ir is the product of n distinct prime ideal fac-

tors in Z or is itself a prime in Z according as it is an w-ic residue or an «-ic

non-residue modulo p. The rational prime p is the power

(15) p = p»,

of a prime ideal p which is a principal ideal, being generated, for example, by

the quantity

(16) ß = n a - *•*»),
r-0

which is in Z and satisfies the relations

(17) NZn{ß) = P,      p = 09).

We summarize these properties of Z in

Theorem 2. The integers of Z have a normal basis Zi, • ■ • , zn such that in A

the relations (14) hold. In Z, the rational prime p is the power p" of a prime ideal

p which is a principal ideal, and there exists a quantity ß of Z such that (17)

holds. A rational prime tt distinct from p is the product of n distinct prime ideal

factors or is itself a prime in Z according as it is an n-ic residue or an n-ic non-

residue modulo p.

The basis (11) of I is also an 7?-basis of A and by means of it one obtains

in a well known manner an algebra Ä of matrices with elements in Z which is

isomorphic to A. Thus, consider the vector (1, u, ■ ■ ■ , «n_1) and let a be any

element of A. We get, using (14),

a(l, un~l) = (a, au, ■ ■ ■ , aun~l)

= (1, «, • • • , «""')»,

where ä is an w-rowed square matrix with elements in Z. Let
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(18) a = 2~L otikU'Zk,      oak rational.
i.k

This may be written

(19) a = £ u'xi,      %i = 2~L oiikZk,
i k

where the Xi are elements of Z. Denote the conjugates of xt by

v.(0)   =  v.   rXU    . . . r.(n-l)

where      =    and so on. Then we have

(1) (n-l)
, a-xi

(n-l)

, CX2

(n-l)

ii   -vn—1,     -^n—'it ,     XO II

in which a appears as a factor of every element above the main diagonal. The

characteristic equation of d is the so-called principal equation of a, and the

trace and determinant of ä are the reduced trace and norm, respectively, of a.

We shall denote them by T(a) and TV (a). It is to be noted that T(z) and N(z),

for a z in Z, are identical, respectively, with the trace and norm of z as an ele-

ment of Z.

We now define the reduced discriminant of the order I. Let the basis (11)

be denoted by the vector v = fa, ■ ■ ■ , vni) whose components are numbered

as indicated by

(21) Vi = Zi, • • • , Vn = Z„, Vn+1 = mz„, ■ • • , vn* = 'H*-%,

Then the determinant

A = A(o) = I T(vrvt)\ fr, t = 1, • • • , «2)

is called the reduced discriminant of the basis (11). Let P be any «2-rowed

non-singular rational matrix and define a vector w of elements of A by

(22) w = Pv.

Then it can be shown that

(23) A(w) = I P|2A(tO.

Since a necessary and sufficient condition that w be a basis of I is that \P\ = 1,

the quantity A depends only upon I and is called the reduced discriminant of

I. From (22) and (23) we are also led at once to the correspondence between

(20) a =

^0,       o-fcn_ l,

(i)

X%, Xo ,

(1)
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maximal orders and minimal discriminants here as in the case of algebraic

number fields. |

The value of A(v) =A(7) with the numbering (21) is easily calculated by

means of the isomorphism A^Ä, and the fact that the w-rowed determinant

I 7X2*3,0 I (*,J = 1, ■•-,«)

has the value pn~x since it is the discriminant of Z. We find as the result of

the calculations

(24) A = A (7) = <r»(»-i>/)»(»-i).

This is the first part of

Theorem 3. The discriminant of I is given by (24). The discriminant of any

maximal order in A which contains I is divisible by o-"(n-1).

To prove the second part of Theorem 3 suppose the quantity a in (18) and

(19) is in a maximal order I' which contains I. By closure the n2 quantities

avt must also be in I'. We get, by combining (18) and (21) and multiplying

by vt {t = 1, • • • , n2), n2 equations of the form

avt = Z OtrVrVt,

where the ar are the renumbered. Taking traces and solving for the «<*

we see that the denominators of these rational coefficients are divisors of A,

since the avt must have integral traces. With a change of notation we can

therefore write

(25) Aä =

Xo,
(i)

CXn-l,

(1)
Xn— lj Xn—2,

(n-1)

, LTXi

(n-1)

X0

where now the x{ are given by (19) with rational integers aik and are integers

ofZ.

Since a was assumed to be in a maximal order, its principal equation, i.e.,

the characteristic equation of ä, must have rational integral coefficients and

highest coefficient 1. From this it follows in particular that | ä\ must be a ra-

tional integer. From (25) we get

A" I ä \ = 7V(*0) + crQ,

t For details see Artin's paper cited in the Introduction.
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where Q is a rational integer. Hence we must have

(26) N(x0) m 0 (mod <r).

By Theorem 1 each prime factor q of a is an w-ic non-residue modulo p and is

therefore a prime in Z by Theorem 2. Hence N(x0) =0 (mod q) implies x0 = 0

(mod q), and (26) implies x0 = 0 (mod <r) since the prime factors of <x are dis-

tinct. We use this in (25) which then implies that

A" I ä I - o-Nixi) + o-SQi,

where (?i is a rational integer. This implies similarly that X\ = 0 (mod <r). It

is evident that the same argument then yields x2=0 (mod a) and so on, and

we can cancel a factor o- in (25). Then we can repeat the whole argument for

the resulting equation and so on. We are led ultimately to the condition

x0 = Xi = ■ • ■ = xn-i = 0 (mod o-n(n-1)),

which implies that each aik in (19) is divisible by o-n(n_1).

We have now shown that a necessary condition that a quantity of A be in

a maximal order, say I', containing I, is that its coefficients, when it is expressed

by means of the R-basis (11) of A, have denominators which are at most powers of

p. This condition is equivalent to the second part of Theorem 3. For it is easy

to show by the usual argument that I' has a basis. Let its basis be w. Then w

will be related to v as in (22) for some P, and (23) implies the equivalence just

claimed.

We now construct a maximal order in A containing I. The congruence

(27) X" = o- (mod p)

has a rational integral solution by Theorem 1. Let X be a fixed solution of (2 7),

let a =ßn~1, where ß is the quantity in (16) and (17), and define a quantity y

by

(28) py = (X - u)a.

With these definitions we are ready to prove

Theorem 4. For a fixed rational integral solution X of (27), the set 7(X) of

linear combinations with rational integral coefficients of the quantities

(29) jrf* (i = 0, 1;/ = 1, n),

where y is defined by (28) with a = ßn~1 and the zkform the normal basis of the

integers of Z described in Theorem 2, is a maximal order\ in A.

f Maximal orders similar to this in certain algebras A of degree 3 were found by F. S. Nowlan,

Arithmetics of rational division algebras of order nine, Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada,

(3), vol. 21 (1927).
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To prove the theorem, we first verify that 7(X) satisfies the order postu-

lates (a), (b), and (c) stated in the Introduction, and then calculate the dis-

criminant of its basis (29). From the value found for this discriminant the

maximality of 7(X) follows from Theorem 3.

The definition of 7(X) is such that postulates (b) and (c) are automatically

satisfied. It is also obvious that 7(X) is closed under addition and subtraction.

Of the order postulates there remains only to show that it is closed under

multiplication. To do this it is clearly necessary and sufficient to show that y

satisfies an equation of degree n with rational integral coefficients and highest

coefficient 1„ and that the n quantities zky (k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n) are in 7(X).

The quantity y satisfies the characteristic equation of the matrix y to

which y corresponds in the isomorphism A^Ä. Let the characteristic equa-

tion of pybef(t)=0.
We have

(30)

whence

py->py

Xa, 0,

- a, Xa<»,

0, 0,

0,

0, 0

e(n-2) XaC»-l)

f(t) = *» - \yitn-1 + X272/"-2 - • ■ • + X"-17n-i* In,

where 7i, ■ • • , yn are rational integers. Consider first ayt with 1 £ k ^ n — 1.

Then y* is the &th elementary symmetric function of a and its conjugates in Z

and thus is of degree k in a and its conjugates. Since a=ßn~1, by (17) we have

«=■0 (mod pn_1), and since p is unaltered by each of the automorphisms of Z,

this implies au)=0 (mod p"_1) for/ = 0, • ■ ■ , n — 1. Hence

74 = 0 (mcdp*«"-»),

7* = 0 (modp(*-1)n+"-4).

This shows that yk/pk~l is a rational integer such that

yk/pk~l =■ 0 (modpn-*),

whence

7k/pk~l = 0 (mod/>),

since w — k >0. Hencey*=-0 (moa\ph). From (30) we see thaty„ = N(a)(\n — a).

Hence y„ = 0 (mod p") since N(a) =pn~1 and (27) holds. These results show
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that the characteristic equation of y which is satisfied by y is of the type re-

quired.

Now consider a product zky. We have

pzky = Zfc(X — u)a = ZfcAa — Zkua

= zk\a — Zi+iXa + Zjfe+iXa — uzk+ioc

= Xa(z,fc — zk+i) + pyzk+i

= bk + pyzk+i,

where bk is an integer of Z, which we shall show is divisible by p. We have

a = 0 (mod pn_1)- But zk—zk+i = 0 (mod p) for each k = \, • ■ • , n, since the

so-called group of inertia (Trägheitsgruppe) of p is the whole Galois group of

Z and zk+i = ZkS. Thus bk=0 (mod pn), bk=0 (mod p). Thus we can write

Zky = bk/p—yzk+i, where bk/p is an integer of Z, which shows that zky is in

7(X). This completes the proof that 7(X) is an order. That it contains I is trivial

since it obviously contains zi, • ■ ■ ,zk and also«=~K+yp/a, where p/a = p/ßn~1

is an integer of Z.

We now evaluate the discriminant of 7(X). Let the elements of the basis

(29) of 7(X) be denoted by Wi, • • ■ , wnt with similar numbering to that in

(21). We then have a relation (22) with a rational matrix P which is easily

seen to be of the form

P =

Pi 0 0

•    P2 •

• Pn

where the Pk are w-rowed square matrices, and P has zeros everywhere above

these. The determinants | Pk\ are easily calculated. It is clear that Pi is the

w-rowed identity matrix and its determinant is 1. To find P2 we have

pwn+i = (X — u)azu • • ■ , pw2n = (X — u)azn.

Since a is an integer of Z we have

oeZk = 2~L OCjkZk
j'-l

where the ajk are rational integers. It is clear that /»P2 = ||a3i:||. But it is well

known that | or,-* | =N(a) =pn~1 and hence |P2| =l/p. The coefficients of m2

in p2w2n+i, p2w3n, respectively, are aamZi, • • • , aa(1)z„, and we see

that p2P3 is a rational matrix whose determinant is N(aa(1)) =p2<-n~1'> so that

|P3| = l/p2. Similarly in general we find that \ Pk\ = \/pk. Thus we get
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I P|2 = I Pi2 • • • P„2 I = l/>"<"-l\

and AO) =<j^-d Dy (23) and (24).

That 7(X) is a maximal order in A now follows from the second part of

Theorem 3 and the fact that an order with minimum discriminant is neces-

sarily maximal. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

In Theorem 4 a particular solution of (27) was chosen. The question now

raises itself as to the effect of choosing a different solution of (27) or of replac-

ing a in (28) by another integral quantity of Z whose norm is pn_1. The latter

would clearly have the effect only of yielding a different basis of the same

order since any integral quantity of Z whose norm is pn~x is the product of a

and a unit of Z. The effect of the former is given in

Theorem 5. There are n distinct maximal orders in A which contain I,

corresponding to the n distinct solutions modulo p of (27). These n maximal

orders are such that each can be obtained from any of the others by transformation

with a suitable power of ß.

Let Xi and X2 be distinct solutions of (27), and let yi and y2 be the quanti-

ties defined by (28) for X =Xi and X2, respectively. Then the matrix yi—y2 to

which yi—y2 corresponds in the isomorphism A does not have an integral

determinant as its form readily shows. Thus 7(XX) and 7(X2) must necessarily

be distinct. This proves the first part of Theorem 5.

To prove the second part of the theorem we consider the effect of trans-

forming 7(X), for a given X, by ß. The set I' =ß~1I(K)ß is clearly a maximal

order in A with the basis ynZi, where y'=/3-1y/3. We shall show that I' is

identical with a maximal order 7(Xi) for a solution Xi of (27) such that Xi^X

(mod p). We have

py' = pßrlyß = \a - ua{ß/ß^),

(31) ot\ß^/ß - ua = py'ßw/ß-

The quantity ßm/ß is a unit of Z, and since p is of the first degree, we must

have

(32) ß^/ß = y (mod p),      ßw = yß (mod p2),

where y is a rational integer. To the first congruence in (32), we apply in

succession the automorphisms E = S°, S, ■ ■ ■ , •S"-1, under which p is in-

variant, and multiply the resulting congruences. We get N(y) =N(ßw/ß)

(mod p) whence y" = 1 (mod p). Moreover, y ^ 1 (mod p), since otherwise we

would have from the second congruence (32)

ß = ßW . . .  == ßln-l) (mod p2),
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which with T(ß) =0 (mod p) would lead tonß=Q (mod p2), j8 = 0 (mod p2), a

contradiction.

We now setXi=7X. ThenXf =\"=cr, Xi^X (mod p) and the results of the

last paragraph show that we have

a\ß<-l)/ß = Xia (mod p),      akßw/ß = Xi<* + zp,

where z is an integer of Z, since a=0 (mod pn_1) and ßM/ß=y (mod p). Sub-

stituting this in (31) we get

(X! - u)a = - pz + py'ßw/ß,

which shows that 7(Xi) 17' and hence that 7(Xi) =/' since it is maximal.

By a continuation of this discussion it is easy to show that the transforma-

tion of a given 7(X) by the powers ß,ß2, ■ ■ ■ , ß"-1 yields maximal orders in A

corresponding, respectively, to the distinct solutions Xy, • • • , Xyn_1 of (27),

where y is the rational integer defined in the last paragraph. An obvious

argument now yields the second part of Theorem 5.

We shall show in the next section by less direct methods that the n maxi-

mal orders in A corresponding to the distinct solutions modulo p of (27) are

the only maximal orders in A which contain 7.

4. The number of maximal orders containing an order A. In this section

we consider the order 7 in A associated with a fixed canonical generation (10)

of A and show that there are exactly n distinct maximal orders in A contain-

ing 7. We have already seen by Theorems 4 and 5 that there are n distinct

such maximal orders and we now show that there are not more than n. To

do this we consider the ^-components of any maximal order which contains 7,

where iv ranges over all prime spots of 7?. By the 7r-component of an order,

for a fixed tt, we mean the 7r-adic limit set of the order, f which is easily shown

to be an order in the algebra AT obtained from A by extending the centrum

to be 7?». Thus AT is the 7r-adic limit set of A. Conversely, we have the follow-

ing fundamental theorem due to Hasse:

Theorem 6. A maximal order in A is the intersection of the totality of its

■k-components and A.

With a view to the application of this theorem to our problem we now de-

termine the number of maximal orders in the algebra AT, for a fixed ir, which

contain the 7r-component 7, of 7.

First suppose ir is distinct from p. Let a be any quantity of A which is in a

maximal order containing 7. It was proved in §3 that, if a is expressed in terms

f This definition, and the proof of Theorem 6 and other properties used here, are given by Hasse,

Über p-adische Schiefkörper und ihre Bedeutung für die Arithmetik hyperkomplexer Zahlsysteme, Mathe-

matische Annalen, vol. 104 (1931), p. 495.
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of the basis (11) of I, which is an i?-basis of A, the rational coefficients have

denominators which are at most powers of p. These denominators are units

of Rr since tt^P, and hence the 7r-adic limit set of any maximal order in A

which contains / is IT itself. In other words, ii w^p, there is a single maximal

order in AT which contains /».

Now consider the case ir = p. The algebra A p is a total matric algebra by

Theorem 2, since p is not one of the prime factors q of <r. Evidently A p over

Rp has the cyclic generation

Ap = (o", ZP) Sp),

where Zp is the p-adic limit set of Z which is easily shown to be a cyclic field

of degree n over Rp, and Sp is the automorphism of ZP corresponding to the

automorphism 5 of Z. We may regard A p as the crossed product of Zp and

its Galois group with the operators 1, u, ■ ■ ■ , un~l corresponding to the auto-

morphisms E, Sp, • • ■, 5£-1, respectively, and the factor system consisting of

l's and <r's. The equation

(33) xn - <j = 0

has a solution in Rp by a well known theorem on />-adic fields, since xn — a

factors modulo p into n distinct linear factors. Let £ be a fixed solution in Rp

of (33). We replace the operator u by v, where u = £v, which obviously has

the effect of yielding a new factor system, equivalent to the former, consisting

of l's only.

With this operator v and factor system we can give explicitly all maximal

orders in AP. Let

V = 1 + v + ■ ■ ■ + vn~l.

Then every maximal order in Ap is of the formf

7(m) - m*V*rrt,

where nt and m* are complementary moduls in Zp. A necessary and sufficient

condition that I(m) contain the maximal order of Zp is that m be an ideal of

Zp. The only ideals of Zp are the prime ideal generated by the prime ideal p

of Z and its powers. We shall denote the prime ideal of Zp also by p. Then the

only maximal orders in Ap which contain the maximal order of Zp are those

of the form

f This explicit form for the maximal orders in a crossed product which is a total matric algebra

over an algebraic number field was given by Emmy Noether: Zerfallende verschränkte Produkte und

ihre Maximalordnungen. Actualites Scientifiques et Industrielles, No. 148 (Herbrand Memorial).

A brief examination of Noether's proof of this and further consequences of it, in the case of an alge-

braic coefficient field, will show that the corresponding theorems hold almost trivially in the present

case, namely, with the coefficient field Rp.
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(34) 7(pr) = pr*Fpr, r a rational integer,

where by p° will be meant the maximal order of Zp. Since the different of Zp is

is pn_1 we have

)ßr* m p-rjj-(n-t) _

The ideal p" of Zp is the ideal generated by the rational prime p. Combining

these we see that

7(pn+r) = (pn+r)*Fp"+r = (ppT)*Vppr = pr*Fp' = 7(pr),

since (ppr)* = pr*/p and p is commutative with V. This shows that in the set

(34) (r = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • ) there are at most n distinct maximal orders. Hence

there are at most n distinct maximal orders in Ap which contain the maximal

order of Zv and a fortiori, at most n which contain Ip.

The results obtained for the two cases ir^p and iv = p, combined with

Theorem 6, show that there are at most n distinct maximal orders in A which

contain 7. For, by Theorem 6, two such maximal orders in A must have dis-

tinct 7r-components for at least one ir. But we have shown that their 7r-com-

ponents can differ only for Tr=p and that here there are at most n distinct

possibilities. We combine this with the earlier theorems of §§2 and 3 and sum-

marize the results of this paper in

Theorem 7. A cyclic division algebra A of odd prime degree n over R has

infinitely many distinct canonical generations of the type described in Theorem 1.

The order in A associated with a fixed such generation in the manner described in

the Introduction, can be imbedded in exactly n distinct maximal orders in A and

these maximal orders are of the type given in Theorems 4 and 5.
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